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8 Posizioni indicati 

Luna Bar 

"Classic Decor & Drinks"

Named the Best Cocktail Bar in Germany by Playboy magazine, you can

be sure that a night out at Luna Bar will be filled with classy cocktails,

gorgeous girls and superior service This place is sure to please with its

vast selection of classic drinks and high level of service. Favorites include

the Rob Roy, the Gimlet, and the Dirty Martini.

 +49 69 8477 6572  www.luna-bar.de/  Stiftstraße 6, Francoforte

 by TechCocktail   

Die Rote Bar 

"Sip Classy Cocktails"

Paying an ode to the cocktail bars of 1930s era, Die Rote Bar is a popular

cocktail bar. This lovely drinking establishment has an air of elegance

complete with servers wearing jackets. It offers exotic cocktail mixes and

hence as evening sets in it tends to get crowded; hence if you want to

savor tasty cocktails then you need to head here quite early. Check

website for more details.

 +49 69 29 3533  www.rotebar.com/  eb@rotebar.com  Mainkai 7, Francoforte

 by Marler   

The Parlour 

"Top 50 Bars"

Parlour is one of Frankfurt's best kept secrets. A fabulous bar and eatery

in the city, this hidden gem is worth searching out. With a menu that

dominates all in terms of food and drinks, this place has earned its

reputation and its popularity through word of mouth. The place is done

tastefully with great interiors and a well rounded bar area. Sip on

beautifully crafted cocktails and you soak in the chic, exclusive ambiance.

A favorite with those in the know, this bar takes cocktail craft to a new

level.

 +49 69 9002 5808  info@theparlour.de  Zwingergasse 6, Francoforte

 by Marler   

Barhundert 

"One for the Ambiance"

Barhundert enjoys an ambiance of modernity infused with transcendental

lights and a thriving cocktail bar. From the classic cocktail concoctions to

the more creative ones, you will not be disappointed with the myriad of

interesting mixes of spirits on offer. Backed with a natural stone-wall and

adorned with a hard-to-miss show-piece giant mirror, the unique

ambiance takes the cake. Bring your friends out here for an evening

devoted to drinking in a classy setting.

 +49 69 9288 2757  www.barhundert.de/  info@barhundert.de  Stiftstrasse 34, Francoforte
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 by Bar Oppenheimer 

Bar Oppenheimer 

"Round Midnight"

This small bar in Sachsenhausen has its own puritanical style; the decor is

decidedly minimalist, the clientele well-dressed and cosmopolitan - a mix

of business people, students and night owls. The drinks list includes a

range of cocktails and long drinks which bear names like Cosmopolitan

and Jamaica Night. There is also a selection of non-alcoholic cocktails and

some 20 different sorts of whiskey to choose from.

 +49 15229356001  www.bar-

oppenheimer.de/

 rick@bar-oppenheimer.de  Oppenheimer Straße 41,

Francoforte

 by Lindsey Gira   

Harry’s New York Bar 

"A Classy Time for Drinks"

Tucked inside the swanky interiors of Lindner & Residence Main Plaza

hotel, Harry’s New York Bar is a sophisticated bar with a history of notable

proportions. Since the opening of its first branch in Paris in the year 1911,

Harry’s New York Bar has not turned its back ever since. Drink a glass of

chilled concoctions in a cozy ambiance of sublime lights and plush yet

comfortable chairs. An open-air terrace is another striking feature which

manages to pull in crowds in great numbers. Bring your lady-love along or

even your friends to join you, on a night worth of drinking with a rare

class.

 +49 69 66 4010  www.lindner.de/de/MP/FBOutletSto

r/harry_new_york_bar

 Walther-von-Cronberg-Platz 1, Lindner

& Residence Main Plaza, Francoforte

Jimmy's 

"After-Dinner Cocktail Bar"

Jimmy's Bar housed in the very beautiful Hessischer Hof has been popular

for decades. Named after its founder, Jimmy's is a blend of an upscale

American bar and German hospitality. Guests have the choice of sitting at

the bar or in one of the cozy armchairs. Just relax and enjoy one of the

cocktails, long drinks or whatever you fancy. Several meat, fish and

vegetarian dishes are offered and they are just like the guests: exclusive

and well-presented. Live piano music and an impeccable service add to

the overall popularity of this place.

 +49 69 7 5400  www.hessischer-hof.de/en

/hotel-bar-frankfurt

 info@hessischer-hof.de  Friedrich-Ebert-Anlage 40,

Hotel Hessischer Hof,

Francoforte

 by TechCocktail   

Sausalitos 

"Kick Off a Good Weekend"

Sausalitos, located very close to the University, is basically a student

haunt. Resonating with youthful exuberance, good humor and energy, this

cocktail bar is a great place to kick back for weekends. Essentially serving

Mexican cuisine, the menu boasts of some amazing cocktails. Moreover,

they have excellent value-for-money offers during happy hours, which

make it quite popular with students and those on a budget. The joyful,

albeit loud atmosphere will make sure there is never a dull moment when

you're here.

 +49 69 7079 4536  www.sausalitos.de  frankfurt@sausalitos.de  Kiesstraße 36, Francoforte
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